
 

 

Abstract No. 81 

Acute Phase Side Effect Of E.BMP-2 In Lumbar Fusion Surgery 

Won Rak Choi; Sang Hoon Park; Haewon Jeong; Chang-Nam Kang  

Department of Orthopaedic Surgery, Hanyang University College of Medicine, Seoul, Korea 

 

Background: Recombinant human bone morphogenetic protein-2 (BMP-2) is the growth factor with the most striking 

osteoinductive performance in orthopedic operations; it is able to induce heterotopic bone formation and Excellent fusion rate 

was proved by previous study. And this study was to investigate the acute phase side effects including fever up to 2 weeks after 

the operation using Escherichia coli-derived recombinant human bone morphogenetic protein (E.BMP-2). 

 

Objective/Aim: To compare the rate of acute phase side effects including fever between the E.BMP-2 group and the control 

group in patients undergoing instrumented lumbar fusion surgery. 

 

Methods: A total of 452 patients who received instrumented lumbar fusion surgery for degenerative spinal stenosis or 

spondylolisthesis or spine trauma or revision surgery from December 2016 to October 2021 were included. All patients were 

divided into E.BMP-2 group or control group (autogenous iliac bone graft). All patients received the same surgical procedure and 

postoperative care. Perioperative complications up to 2 weeks after surgery were investigated including fever. 

 

Results: The overall postoperative fever rate was 28.7%, which was statistically significantly higher in the E.BMP-2 group. (36% 

vs. 21%, P=0.004) with an odds ratio of 1.61 (95% confidence interval 1.10-2.35). Postoperative infection rate was 1.7% vs 1.7% 

(4/226 vs 4/226). There was no difference between the two groups in postoperative infection. Infection rate in the group with 

fever after surgery was slightly increased in the control group (3.8% vs 5%) but not statistically significant(P=0.683). The second 

common side effect was ileus (1.7%), followed by delirium (1.1%) and pneumonia (1.1%). 

 

Conclusions: The use of E.BMP-2 may increase rate of postoperative fever, but it is not associated with postoperative infection. 

 

Abstract No. 82 

Biomechanical Analysis Of Six Multi-level Lumbar Fusion Types For Adult Spinal Deformity Using Finite Element 

Method 

Soo-Bin Lee; Byung Ho Lee 

Catholic Kwandong University International St. Mary's Hospital, Korea 

 

Background: There has not been a comprehensive biomechanical study on the different types of fusion levels in terms of 

stability and possible complications.  

 

Objective/Aim: We aimed to investigate the biomechanical properties of multi-level lumbar fusion according to different types of 

upper and lower fusion levels. 

 

Methods: Six different types of fusions were performed using three-dimensional finite element models. Type A and B referred to 

the group of which upper fusion level was L1 and T10, respectively. Subtype 1, 2, and 3 referred to the group of which lower 

fusion level was L5, S1, and ilium, respectively (A1, L1-L5; A2, L1-S1; A3, L1-ilium; B1, T10-L5; B2, T10-S1; B3, T10-ilium). 

Flexion, extension, axial rotation, and lateral bending moments were applied, and the risk of screw loosening and failure and 

adjacent segment degeneration (ASD) was analyzed. 

 

Results: Stress at the bone-screw interface of type B3 was lowest in overall motions. The risk of screw failure showed increasing 

pattern as the upper and lower levels extended in all motions. Proximal range of motion (ROM) increased as the lower fusion 

level changed from L5 to S1 and the ilium. For axial rotation, type B3 showed higher proximal ROM (16.2°) than type A3 (11.8°). 

 

Conclusion: In multi-level lumbar fusion surgery for adult spinal deformity, adding iliac screws and increasing the fusion level to 

T10-ilium may lower the risk of screw loosening. In terms of screw failure and proximal ASD, however, T10-ilium fusion has a 

higher potential risk compared with other fusion types. Surgeons should provide adequate patient education regarding screw 

failure and proximal ASD, when performing T10-ilium fusion. 

 

Abstract No. 83 

Analysis Of Postoperative Delirium After Spinal Surgery Using An Electroencephalography Detecting Wearable Device: 

A Pilot Study 

Soo-Bin Lee, Ji-Won Kwon, Sahyun Sung, Seong-Hwan Moon, Byung Ho Lee 

Catholic Kwandong University International St. Mary's Hospital 

 

Background: There has not been a study on the objective diagnostic method of delirium after spinal surgery based on a compact 

wearable device detecting electroencephalography (EEG). 



 

 

Objective/Aim: The purpose of this study was to analyze differences in EEG waves between delirium and non-delirium patients 

using a wearable device in the pre and postoperative period of spinal surgery.  

 

Methods: From April 2019 to February 2020, 37 patients aged≥ 60 years who underwent cervical or lumbar decompression and 

instrumented fusion surgery for spinal degenerative disease were prospectively investigated. EEG waves of the enrolled patients 

were gathered using a compact wearable device preoperatively, 1-week, and 3-month postoperatively. Percent changes from 

baseline to 1-week and 3-month postoperative data were compared between delirium and non-delirium groups. 

 

Results: 6 patients were clinically diagnosed as delirium postoperatively and 31 patients did not show any delirious behavior. In 

delirium group, the percent changes from baseline to 1-week postoperative were statistically higher in the anxiety and stress-

related EEG waves, including M-beta, H-beta, gamma, and tension index than in non-delirium group, and the relaxation-related 

theta wave was lower than in non-delirium group. For percent changes from baseline to 3-month postoperative, there was no 

significant difference between delirium and non-delirium groups except for M-beta. 

 

Conclusion: In delirium group, H-beta, gamma waves, and tension index increased, and theta wave decreased distinctively at 1-

week postoperative compared to non-delirium group. Further large-scale studies should investigate the effect of the factors 

related to delirium, such as baseline cognitive function, medication, and severity of medical illness. 

 

Abstract No. 84 

Results Of Decompression Alone In Patients With Lumbar Spinal Stenosis And Degenerative Spondylolisthesis: A 

Minimum 5-Year Follow-up 

Dae Jin Nam; Tae-Kyun Kim 

Department of Orthopedic Surgery, Wonkwang University Hospital, Korea 

 

Background: Surgical treatment consisting of decompression and fusion is generally known to produce good clinical results for 

lumbar spinal stenosis with degenerative spondylolisthesis. However, the clinical outcome of decompression alone, without 

fusion, remains unclear, and long-term follow-up results are scarce.  

 

Objective/Aim: This study aimed to retrospectively analyze the 5-year clinical results of decompression only in patients with 

lumbar spinal stenosis and degenerative spondylolisthesis. 

 

Methods: Among the patients diagnosed as having lumbar spinal stenosis with degenerative spondylolisthesis, 36 patients who 

underwent decompression without fusion and were followed up for minimum 5 years were included in this study. The average 

follow-up period was 7.2 years, and the mean age of patients was 63.2 years. Visual analog scale (VAS) score and Oswestry 

disability index (ODI) were investigated pre- and postoperatively, and also radiologic displacement and instability were 

measured. In addition, patients who needed fusion or redecompression at the decompression site postoperatively were also 

investigated. 

 

Results: VAS score and ODI improved from an average of 7.8 points and 57 points preoperatively, respectively, to 1.4 points 

and 19 points at 5 years postoperatively, respectively. The degree of radiologic displacement increased from an average of 5.1 

mm preoperatively to 6.4 mm at the final follow-up. Radiological instability was detected in five patients. Two patients (9.5%) 

required fusion. 

 

Conclusions: The long-term follow-up results revealed that satisfactory clinical outcomes were obtained with decompression 

alone, without fusion, for patients with lumbar spinal stenosis and degenerative spondylolisthesis. 

 

Abstract No. 85 

Clinical Outcomes Of Ultrasound Guieded Selective Root Block In Cervical Radiculopathy Due To Osteophyte 

Chang Su Kim 

Kosin University Gaspel Hospital, Korea 

 

Background: Radiating pain in the upper extremities due to a herniated cervical spine disc is relatively common, but prognosis is 

favorable. There are only a few studies on the progress of radiating pain in the upper extremities caused by osteophytes due to 

degenerative changes in the intervertebral disc.  

 

Aim: This study aimed to investigate the follow-up progress and the usefulness of treating selective spinal nerve root block using 

ultrasound in patients with upper extremity radiating pain caused by osteophyte of cervical disc herniation. 

Methods: From January 2016 to January 2021, among 140 patients who presented with radiating pain in the upper extremities 

due to cervical disc herniation, 89 who did not improve with conservative treatment for 3 weaks were treated with ultrasound-

guided selective spinal nerve root block. These comprised 50 confirmed cases of hard disc herniation and 39 cases of soft disc 

herniation. Surgical treatment was performed if the pain did not improve by more than 50% at two weeks follow-up. If 50% or 

more improvement was achieved, additional procedures were performed an extra 2-3 times, at the patient’s discretion. To 

evaluate the effectiveness of the procedure, the degree of pain and functional improvement were investigated before, after, and 



 

three months after the procedure. The safety of the procedure was evaluated by examining the side effects that occurred during, 

immediately after, and the day after the procedure. Additional procedures or surgeries were checked at the last follow-up of 

more than one year. 

 

Results: Among the 50 patients with hard disc herniation, 29 were men and 21 were women; the location of symptoms was on 

the left in 16 subjects, on the right in 23 subjects, and on both sides in 11 subjects. The average age was 65.9 years, 9.4 years 

older than the soft disc herniation patients, who had an average age of 56.5 years. The visual pain scale, which evaluated the 

degree of pain improvement, showed improvement from 6.16 to an average of 2.80. By the final follow-up, 45 patients (90%) 

had improved without surgery, and 24 received additional conservative treatment. Sixteen patients (32%) showed symptom 

recurrence, and the average recurrence duration was 11.57 weeks. 

 

Conclusion: In patients with radiating pain due to hard disc herniation, selective nerve root block showed no significant 

difference in symptom improvement compared to soft disc herniation, but it was confirmed that the rate of surgical treatment was 

relatively higher. AS such, selective nerve root block can be considered a useful conservative treatment method for spondylotic 

radiculopathy. 

 

Abstract No. 86 

Analysis Of The Objectivity Of ODI in Evaluating Prognosis Of Patient Who Had Spinal Surgery 

Chang Hwa Hong, Sung Hwan Kim, Sung Jun Youn 

Soonchunhyang Unversity Hospital, Cheonan, Korea 

 

Objectives: The purpose of this study was to evaluate whether ODI is objective or not 

 

Summary of Literature Review: ODI (Oswestry Disability Index) is a kind of survey with 10 categories and it evaluates how back 

pain interferes patients’ daily life. It is known that ODI is a disease specific measuring tool in patient with lower back pain. In 

many studies, ODI was used to evaluate post-operative prognosis in patient who had spinal surgery. It is essential to have 

objectivity to be a reliable measuring tool. But, most of category of ODI tends to be emotional and subjective and it might be far 

from objectivity. So, in this study, we will evaluate objectivity of ODI in patient who had spinal surgery. 

 

Materials and Methods: We enroll 50 patients who had spinal surgery in university hospital. And we gave ODI survey to patients 

before outpatient care and after outpatient care. In the process, any procedure was not done and only interview with attending 

doctor was done. So we can evaluate objectivity of ODI by comparing 2 ODI score and checking if they have consistency. 

 

Results: Among total of 50 patients, 19 patients (38%) scored increased points after outpatient care. And 15 patients (30%) 

scored same points before and after outpatient care. 16 patients (32%) scored decreased points after outpatient care. 

Considering the minimum detectable change of ODI (10% points), only 3 patients (6%) scored a difference of more than 5 points 

in the questionnaire. Consistency of scores recorded by patients is maintained regardless of gender, age, level of surgery, and 

whether fusion was performed or not (p-value < 0.05). 

 

Conclusions: Considering the results, ODI has objectivity and might be a reliable measuring tool to evaluate post-operative 

prognosis in patient who had spinal surgery. Since pain is a subjective concept, it is difficult to valuate it, but with ODI, it was 

possible to succeed in evaluating pain objectively. It is recommended to use ODI for evaluation of the daily living function of 

patients who had spinal surgery. And in the future, it is considered that ODI should be used basically in research related to back 

pain. 

 

Abstract No. 87 

Vulnerable Superior Part Of The Vertebral Body: Cadaveric And Clinical Analysis Using Micro-CT And Lateral DXA 

Dong-Eun Shin, Younghun Lee, Soonchul Lee 

Department of Orthopaedic Surgery, CHA Bundang Medical Center, Korea 

 

Background: Osteoporotic vertebral fractures commonly involve the superior portion of the vertebral body, but the associated 

causes have not been clearly established yet.  

 

Objective/Aim: The purpose of this study is to determine structural differences between the superior and inferior portions of the 

vertebral bodies in the lumbar spine by analyzing cadaveric and clinical studies. 

 

Methods: Nine cadaveric vertebral bodies (L2 to L4) were removed from 3 cadavers. The trabecular structure was analyzed by 

using micro-computed tomography (CT), and biomechanical test. During the period from January 2010 to December 2015, 192 

vertebral bodies were included to analyze CT based bone volume and BMD. We performed finite element analysis (FEA) to 

modeling and mechanical simulation using data from lumbar spine CT. During the period from July 2021 to December 2021, 200 

subjects aged ≥ 55 years also underwent a lateral DEXA scan after identification of the superior and interior end plates of the 

vertebral bodies in the lumbar spine. 

 

Results: Results from the cadaver studies revealed a trabecular bone volume fraction of 17.29% in the superior and 19.74% in 



 

the inferior (p = 0.02). The BMD of superior and inferior portion of body were 0.30g/cm3 and 0.41g/cm3, respectively (p < 0.01). 

Limitation of compression force were measured 3.44N/m2 of superior portion and 4.64N/m2 of inferior portion (p = 0.015) in 

mechanical study. In FEA study, limitations of stress were 4.11N/m2 of superior portion and 5.65N/m2 of inferior portion (p < 

0.01). In clinical CT based bone volume and BMD study, result BMD were 210.33mm3, 58.14 g/cm3 (L2 upper), 251.32mm3, 

60.18 g/cm3 (L2 lower), 213.89mm3, 55.26 g/cm3 (L3 upper), 260.02mm3, 53.21 g/cm3 (L3 lower), 214.89mm3, 55.52 g/cm3 

(L4 upper), 241.44mm3, 57.70 g/cm3 (L4 lower). In clinical study, the regional BMD of the remaining 600 vertebral bodies was 

compared and the mean BMD of the superior portion of vertebral bodies was 0.49 g/cm3 while the inferior portion of vertebral 

bodies was 0.54g/cm2 (p=0.043). 

 

Conclusion: The superior structure of lumbar vertebral bodies in osteoporotic patients was found to possess biomechanical 

susceptibilities in comparison with the inferior structure, confirming its dominant role in causing osteoporotic vertebral fractures. 

 

Abstract No. 88 

Usefulness Of Bi-portal Endoscopic Spinal Surgery In Obese Patients 

Dong-Yun Kim 

Department of Orthopaedic Surgery, Spine Center, Saeum hospital, Seoul, South Korea 

 

Background: The prevalence of obesity has been steadily increasing. Morbidly obese patients undergoing lumbar spinal surgery 

increased perioperative morbidity. Biportal endoscopic spinal surgery(BESS) is successful at providing satisfactory result for the 

treatment of lumbar spinal disease as open surgery without increasing the incidence of perioperative complications. 

 

Objective: The purpose of this study was to investigate the effect of BESS for spinal diseases in obese patients by analyzing the 

results. 

 

Methods: Analyses included 14 patients who had a BMI≥30.0 and underwent the BESS between April 2021 and March 2022 by 

one surgeon were enrolled. Those included 5 patients of lumbar disc herniation, 9 patients of lumbar spinal stenosis. 

The operative time (minutes/level), length of stay(LOS) and complication were recorded. The visual analog scale (VAS) score 

was checked to assess the degree of radicular leg pain and back pain preoperatively, immediate postoperatively and at the time 

of the one month after surgery. The modified Macnab criteria were used to examine the clinical outcomes at the time of the one 

month after surgery. 

 

Results: The mean LOS and operative time was 4.57 days and 75.3 minutes for one level. The mean VAS score for radicular leg 

pain/ back pain dropped from a preoperative score of 7.36±1.08/ 7.21±1.12 to a final follow-up score of 2.50±1.56/ 

2.36±0.74(p<0.001). The final outcome according to the modified Macnab criteria was excellent in 5 patients(35.7%), good in 

5(35.7%), fair in 3(21.4%) and poor in 1(7.1%). Therefore, excellent or good results were obtained in 71.4% of the patients. 

Complications were limited to one reoperation due to recurred disc herniation(7.1%).  

 

Conclusion: BESS was effective endoscopic technique for the treatment of lumbar spinal disease. this technique is a useful and 

minimally invasive method to lumbar spinal surgery in obese patients that can be used to reduce complications and obtain 

satisfactory results. 

 

Abstract No. 89 

Efficacy Of Bone Graft Material For Spinal Fusion In A Rabbit Model 

Jae-Sung Ahn; Bo-Sung Choi 

ChungNam Natioanl University Hospital, China 

 

Purpose: The purpose of this study is to compare and analyze the union rate and characteristics of the transplant site 

macroscopically, radiologically, and histologically. 

 

Material and Methods: A study was conducted on male New Zealand white aged between 10 and 15 months, weighing 3 to 3.5 

kg. In the group using only autogenous bone, 1cc was transplanted to 15 rabbits in Group 1. In the DBM group, 0.5cc of 

autogenous bone and 0.5cc of DBM were mixed, and 15 rabbits became Group 2. In the BCP group, 0.5cc of autogenous bone 

and 0.5cc of BCP were mixed, and 15 rabbits became Group 3. In the group using BMP and BCP, 0.5cc of autogenous bone, 

0.5cc of BCP, and 1cc of BMP were mixed and transplanted, and 15 rabbits became Group 4. Simple anterior and posterior 

radiographic images were taken at 3, 6, 9, and 12 weeks. The manual stress test is performed when pressure is applied to the 

L5-6 transverse protrusion with the observer's two thumbs or when traction is performed with a metal wire, if it shake less than 

1mm, it was evaluated as union. The tissue sections; hematoxylin-eosin (H-E) staining was performed to confirm the union. 

 

Results: The union rate of Group 1 was 40%, showing a statistically significant difference from Group 4, and the union rate of 

Group 2 was 26.7%, that showed a statistically significant difference from Group 3 and Group 4. The union rate of Group 3 was 

confirmed to be 73.3%, and the union rate of Group 4 was 93.3%, that showed statistically significant difference Group 1, Group 

2. 



 

 

Conclusion: BMP material using BCP as a carrier in spinal fusion can increase the union rate and reduce side effects caused by 

autogenous bone collection; therefore, it can sufficiently play a role as a bone substitute in clinical practice.  

 

Abstract No. 90 

The Incidence And Management Trends Of Spondylodiscitis In South Korea: A Nationwide Population-based Study 

Won Rak Choi, Hee Jung Son; Chang-Nam Kang 

Hanyang University, Korea 

 

Background: Spondylodiscitis is a potentially life-threatening diseases and incidence is increasing in elderly patients. However, 

population based studies in this topic are limited.  

 

Objective/Aim: The aim of this study was to elucidate the incidence and management trends of spondylodiscitis in South Korea. 

 

Methods: Population-based study. From 2010 to 2019, data from the national database of the Korean Health Insurance Review 

& Assessment Service were analyzed. The national insurance system and all medical expense bill data of the entire population 

are included in the database. The International Classification of Disease, 10th revision, medical behavior, and examination 

codes were used to identify the incidence and management trends of spondylodiscitis. The Poisson regression was used in 

statistical analysis. 

 

Results: Overall, 169,244 patients (average age, 58.0 years) diagnosed with spondylodiscitis were analyzed. 63.4% of 

spondylodiscitis (107,328 patients) was occurred in their 50s, 60s or 70s. The 10-year incidence of spondylodiscitis in South 

Korea was 33.4 cases per 100,000 population. The incidence per 100,000 population increased from 22.9 cases in 2010 to 35.8 

in 2019 (P<0.05). The incidence rates of pyogenic spondylodiscitis increased from 15.4 per 100,000 persons in 2010 to 33.8 in 

2019 (P<0.05); those of tuberculous spondylodiscitis decreased from 7.5 per 100,000 persons in 2010 to 2.0 in 2019 (P<0.05). 

There were a lot of comorbidities such as diabetes mellitus (93,199 patients, 55.1%), rheumatoid arthritis (46,146 patients, 

27.3%) and chronic kidney disease (21,682 patients, 12.8%). Conservative treatment increased from 82.4% in 2010 to 86.3% in 

2019; surgical treatment decreased from 17.6% to 13.7% (P<0.05). Corpectomy, and fusion surgeries decreased significantly 

(P<0.05), whereas decompression, irrigation and debridement increased (P<0.05). Total healthcare costs increased significantly 

from $28,820,342.03in 2010 to $83,901,528.88 in 2019 (P<0.05).  

 

Conclusion: The incidence of spondylodiscitis increased in South Korea. Conservative treatment increased, corpectomy and 

fusion surgeries decreased, and total healthcare costs increased rapidly. 

 

Abstract No. 91 

Changes In Cervical Spine Range Of Motion After Laminoplasty In Cervical Spondylotic Myelopathy 

Jung-Mo Hwang, Jae-Young Park, Seung-Won Kim 

Chungnam National University Hospital, Taiwan 

 

Background: Majority of the cases regarding the change of cervical range of motion after cervical laminoplasty showed 

decreased range of motion, and the results were diverse. 

 

Objectives: This study examined the cervical range of motion (ROM) of cervical spondylotic myelopathy patients, before and 

after open door laminoplasty. 

 

Methods: Of the 487 patients, who underwent open door laminoplasty at our hospital from March 1997 to March 2008, 98 had 

been followed for at least 2 years and had cervical flexion-extension lateral x-rays. In all patients, open door laminoplasty 

involved at least three segments: three, four, and five segments in 11, 52, and 35 patients, respectively. In previous cases, 

fixation involved sutures using suture anchors. The lordosis or kyphosis between C2 and C7 was analyzed using cervical 

flexion-extension lateral radiographs before and 2 years after the operation. 

 

Results: The average patient age was 62.7 (range 32–82) years; 65 patients were male and 33 were female. From 

preoperatively to postoperatively, the average kyphosis of cervical flexion decreased from 10.7° to 7.8°, average lordosis 

decreased from 21.2° to 14.2°, and cervical ROM decreased from 31.9° to 22.0°, respectively (mean 9.9°, 31.0%). 

 

Conclusion: We could observe decreased cervical range of motion after cervical laminoplasty for cervical spondylotic 

myelopathic patients. Thus, the treatment to prevent the postoperative decrease of cervical range of motion and further study to 

find a new treatment are thought to be essential. 

 

Abstract No. 92 

Oblique Lumbar Interbody Fusion For Congenital Solitary Kideny With Vascular Malformation: A Case Report 

Sang Bum Kim 

Republic of Korea 

 



 

Background: Oblique lumbar interbody fusion has minimal invasive access to the disc space via a corridor between the psoas 

muscle and the peritoneum. And right lateral decubitus(left side up) is preferred because of the usual position of the aorta and 

vena cava. Congenital solitary kidney is a rare anomaly. It. has been reported that Congenital Solitary Kidney causes various 

variation in blood vessel system.  

 

Aim: We report the case of a 66-year-old lady with congenital solitary kidney who had oblique interbody fusion.  

 

Method / Result: A 66-year-old woman admitted to out hospital due to back pain with claudification. She didn’t have specific past 

history except HTN, DM. and there weren’t specific laboratory findings including GFR and Cr. She had underwent interspinous 

device for 8 years. MRI revealed vessel system variation with congenital solitary kidney. And There is abnormal gonadal vein 

enlargement, development of anastomosis. Because the surgeon recognized the vascular variation, soft dissection and 

meticulous hemostasis were done to secure the left oblique corridor. Through the left oblique corridor, the operation was usually 

completed. But the estimated blood loss was higher than usual. Due to decrease in renal acid-base regulation, the patient was 

metabolic acidosis, received ICU care for 2days. And a week later she was discharged. 

 

Conclusion: If Patients have a solitary kidney, Surgeon should consider the approach, corridor from the possibility of vascular 

variation before OLIF. 

 

Abstract No. 93 

Results Of A Minimally Invasive Steerable Disc Radiofrequency(RF) Decompression Device(L'Disq) For Herniated 

Lumbar Discs Versus Central Disc Nucleoplasty RF Co-blation 

Rajendra Tiruchelvarayan 

Gleneagles Medical Centre, Singapore 

 

Objective: Lumbar Spine Pain due to prolapsed intervertebral discs is a common clinical condition encountered. In some 

patients, conventional medical analgesic and physiotherapy treatment are not effective. Radiofrequency(RF) disc ablation 

techniques can be used instead. Previous RF Co-blation procedures such as RF nucleoplasty have been used. However these 

only decompress the disc centrally. We present our experience with a newer Minimally Invasive Steerable Disc Decompression 

Device(L-Disq) for herniated discs(Central and Paramedian). This is able to be navigated to the site of the disc herniation, to 

achieve a more targeted decompression of the nerve root. This is able to relieve both the back pain and ipsilateral sciatica. We 

compare this newer technique with our previous central RF decompression nucleoplasty results. 

 

Methodology: The study was a single Spine Surgeon Prospective Study. Fifty four(54) patients were involved. From November 

2015 to September 2017, the author performed only nucleoplasty central decompression RF procedures. From October 2017 to 

2022, the author performed L-Disq RF procedures. L-Disq RF procedures were performed in the day surgery operating theatre 

with fluoroscopic c-arm guidance. 

 

Results: There were a total of 54 patients involved. Thirty four(34) patients who underwent the L-Disq procedure were compared 

to 20 patients who underwent the central disc nucleoplasty procedure. For the L-Disq group, there were 24 male and 10 female 

patients. Average age was 41.5 years. Overall treatment results were good. Thirty(88%) had improvement of back pain and 

sciatica. The average Visual Analogue Score(VAS) at 3 months decreased from 7.5 to 1.2(results were statistically significant). 

Six patients had a 2 level RF procedure done with good results.  There were 4 patients(11.7%) who subsequently needed 

surgery(Lumbar microdiscectomy). The 4 patients recovered well subsequently. There were no cases of complications such as 

disciitis, or neural damage. For the Central Disc RF Nucleoplasty group, there were 20 patients in the study. The overall success 

rate in improving back pain and sciatica was also good. 14 patients(70%) had significant improvement in pain. The average 

Visual Analogue Score(VAS) at 3 months decreased from 7.5 to 1.5. At 3 months, 3 patients had recurrence of pain, and 1 

patient whose back pain recurred required microdiscectomy surgery. There was 1 case of transient leg numbness, which 

improved subsequently. There were no complications of infection/haemorrhage. 

 

Conclusion: We conclude that the L-Disq Radiofrequency procedure has good results for treating small to medium sized lumbar 

disc herniations(88% success rate at 3 months). The results are better than central radiofrequency decompression procedures. 

It is an effective minimally invasive treatment modality for herniated lumbar discs. 

 

References: -Efficacy of a new navigable percutaneous disc decompression device(L’disq) in patients with herniated nucleus 

pulposus related to radicular pain. Sang Heon Lee, Richard Derby, Dong Geun Sul et al. Pain Medicine 2011;12:370-376 

 

Abstract No. 94 

Transforaminal Endoscopic Discectomy In Thoracic Spine 

Sang-Ho Lee, Sang-Ha Shin 

Wooridul Spine Hospital, Korea 

 

Background: Endoscopic thoracic decompression can minimize the incidence of postoperative spinal instability by minimizing 

resection of bone and joint tissue. It can be performed under the local anesthesia and has a faster recovery than open surgery. 



 

In addition, there is little traction on the nerve, which can reduce nerve edema, and it does not cause excessive nerve tissue 

exposure, thus minimizing postoperative neural adhesion.  

 

Objective: Indications for endoscopic discectomy are becoming increasingly widespread due to patient needs and the 

development of endoscopic devices. We report the surgical technique of transforaminal endoscopic discectomy in thoracic 

spine. 

 

Methods: The distance from the midline to the skin entry point can be calculated in the axial image of the MRI, usually 5-7 

centimeters. An access angle of about 45-60 degree is recommended for removal of the disc in the subarticular zone. A 70-80 

degree angle is recommended to remove the disc in the foraminal zone. After approaching the disc space, internal discal 

decompression is performed using laser or forcep. After finding the annular tear point, the herniated disc can be easily removed.  

After removal of the herniated disc, full decompression can be confirmed by epidural pulsation. In addition, the working cannula 

can be withdrawal to the annular window to directly check the ventral portion of the spinal cord to ensure complete 

decompression. After removing the working cannula, the subcutical suture is performed and the procedure is finished.  

 

Results: Patients who under went thoracic endoscopic discectomy showed successful clinical outcomes. 

 

Conclusion: Posterolateral transforaminal endoscopic decompression under the local anesthesia could be an effective treatment 

method for the selected group of patients with thoracic disc herniation. 

 

Abstract No. 95 

Anterior Endoscopic Cervical Discectomy For Cervical Disc Herniation: Clinical Results Of 928 Consecutive Patients 

From A Major Spine Center 

Sang-Ho Lee, Han Joong Keum 

Wooridul Spine Hospital, Korea 

 

Background: Anterior endoscopic cervical discectomy (AECD) is a minimally invasive technique for treating cervical soft disc 

herniations. Current application of the endoscopic procedures has evolved into treatment options that are comparably to open 

spinal surgeries. However, it is not as widely used as lumbar endoscopy due to a steep learning curve. 

Objective: We report the clinical results of AECD for the past 22 years at a single major spine center. 

 

Methods: Between 2000 and 2021, 928 patients underwent AECD at the Cheongdam Wooridul Spine Hospital. Cervical 

radiculopathy or myelopathy due to soft disc herniations, not responding to the conservative treatment was indicated for AECD. 

The procedure was mainly performed under the local anesthesia. A 3.6mm endoscopy (Joimax GmbH, Germany) was 

introduced through an anterior transdiscal approach and herniated fragments were removed with endoscopic forceps and Ho-

YAG laser. Retrospective review of chart and radiological data were performed for clinical and radiological analysis.  

 

Results: There were 861 cases of one level, 63 cases of two level, and 4 cases of three level surgeries. For one level surgeries, 

the C5-6 was most common (388 patients) followed by C6-7 (262 patients), C4-5 (157 patients), C3-4 (45 patients) and C7-T1 (3 

patients). There were significant improvements of pain and functional status after AECD. During a mean 36 months follow-up, 62 

(6.6%) patients required revision surgery at the index level. They were treated by anterior discectomy and fusion or art ificial disc 

replacement (65.7%), AECD (22.4%) and anterior foraminotomy (8.9%). There were no major vessels and esophageal injury 

associated with this procedure.  

 

Conclusion: AECD is a safe and feasible surgical procedure for soft cervical disc herniation. The most common complications 

were recurrence and incomplete decompression that require another surgery during early postoperative period. Careful attention 

to neural decompression and proper indications may lead to better result. 

 

Abstract No. 96 

Comparison Between Full-Endoscopic Uniportal Interlaminar Decompression And Other Decompression Approaches 

For Lumbar Spinal Stenosis: A Systematic Review 

Po-Lin Chiang#, Ying-Yu Chen#, Ko-Ta Chen#, Jason C. Hsu, Christopher Wu, Ching-Yu Lee, Tsung-Jen Huang, Yi-Hong 

Huang, Chien-Min Chen*, Meng-Huang Wu* 

Taipei Medical University, Taiwan 

 

Background: Lumbar spinal stenosis affects numerous people globally. Fullendoscopic uniportal interlaminar decompression 

FEUID) for lumbar spinal stenosis results in satisfactory outcomes. In this systematic review, we compared technical methods, 

surgical outcomes, and complications among different types of surgical techniques and discussed the effect of different surgical 

skill levels. 

 

Methods: A systematic review of studies published from 1990 to January 2022 was performed. Studies related to FEUID were 

identified using the keywords “interlaminar decompression,” “endoscopy,” “uniportal,” and “percutaneous.” The outcomes 

measured were operative time, blood loss, hospital stay, complications, visual analog scale (VAS) scores, Oswestry Disability 

Index (ODI) scores, and the Macnab criteria. 



 

Results: Ten of 306 studies were eligible for inclusion. For FEUID, data for 580 patients and more than 367 levels were 

collected. All the studies reported significant improvement in mean VAS and ODI scores, and the mean overall complication rate 

was 9.5%. Compared with other surgical techniques, FEUID resulted in lower VAS and ODI scores, complication rates, and 

blood loss and shorter hospital stay. These surgical parameters were considerably affected by a surgeon’s skill level. 

 

Conclusion: FEUID results in better patient satisfaction with more favorable surgical outcomes and fewer complications. 

Although more prospective randomized controlled studies are required to confirm these findings, our results indicate that FEUID 

is a reasonable alternative to traditional lumbar spinal surgery. 

 

Abstract No. 97 

Comparison Of Long-term Outcomes Of Spinal Fusion Surgeries Supplemented With “Topping-off” Implants In Lumbar 

Degenerative Diseases: A Systematic Review And Network Meta-analysis 

Katie Chiou, Yi-Chia Chiu, Ching-Yu Lee, Tsung-Jen Huang, Yi-Ching Lai, Chia-Ju Yang, Jason C. Hsu*, Meng-Huang Wu* 

Taipei Medical University Hospital, Taiwan 

 

Background Context: Spinal fusion surgery is a common treatment for lumbar degenerative diseases and has been found to be 

associated with the potential long-term complication of adjacent segment disease (ASD). In recent years, the “topping-off” 

technique has emerged as a new surgical method combining conventional spinal fusion with a hybrid stabilization device (HSD) 

or interspinous process device (IPD) proximal to the fused vertebrae. Pairwise meta-analyses comparing the two methods have 

been performed, but network meta-analyses (NMAs) of topping-off implants are lacking.  

 

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to determine the long-term efficacy and safety of spinal fusion and topping-off surgery 

for the treatment of ASD in lumbar degenerative diseases.  

 

Study Design: Systematic review and NMA. 

 

Methods: A literature search using the PubMed, Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials, EMBASE, and Web of Science 

databases identified eligible randomized controlled trials and retrospective studies comparing topping-off implant(s) and spinal 

fusion surgery alone for lumbar degenerative diseases. Risk of bias was assessed using the Cochrane RoB 2.0 tool for 

randomized controlled trials and the Newcastle–Ottawa scale criteria for retrospective studies. Each outcome in the NMA was 

analyzed using the statistical CINeMA (Confidence in NMA) 1.9.0 software. The effect estimates for odds ratio (OR) and mean 

differences (MD) with 95% confidence intervals (CI) were collected and pooled using a random-effects model. 

 

Results: Seventeen RCTs and retrospective studies that included 1255 participants and five interventions were identified. The 

topping-off implants device for intervertebral assisted motion (DIAM; OR = 0.235, 95% CI: 0.125–0.441, p < 0.001), Dynesys 

(OR = 0.413, 95% CI: 0.248–0.689, p < 0.001), and Coflex (OR = 0.417, 95% CI: 0.218–0.689, p < 0.01) significantly lowered 

the incidence of RASDeg compared with spinal fusion surgery alone. Spinal fusion supplemented with DIAM significantly 

reduced the incidence of CASD (OR = 0.358, 95% CI: 0.140–0.917, p = 0.032) compared with spinal fusion surgery alone.  

 

Conclusion: This NMA demonstrated that compared with other topping-off implants and fusion-only surgery, spinal fusion 

supplemented with DIAM substantially reduced the incidence of RASDeg and CASD. However, all treatment comparators 

consistently performed on the same level for reoperation due to ASD and back pain relief score. 

 

Abstract No. 98 

Suture Embedding Acupuncture Versus Traditional Acupuncture for the Treatment of Chronic Low Back Pain: A 

Randomized Controlled Trial 

Po-Hsuan Su, Yen-Kuang Lin, Shan-Hong Wu, Bo-Feng Wu, Chen-Jei Tai, Ching-Yu Lee, Tsung-Jen Huang, You-Jen Tang, 

Pei-Yu Yang, Meng-Huang Wu* 

Taipei Medical University Hospital, Taiwan 

 

Background: We investigated the efficacy and safety of suture embedding acupuncture (SEA) and traditional acupuncture (TA) 

for treating chronic low back pain (cLBP) in a single-center, parallel, randomized controlled trial. 

 

Methods: The current assessor-blinded randomized controlled clinical trial comprised two parallel groups and was conducted at 

a single medical institution in Taiwan. Sixty-nine outpatients with cLBP were enrolled, and the participants were randomly 

allocated to the SEA (experimental group) or TA groups (control group). The SEA and TA groups received SEA and TA, 

respectively, once every 2 weeks for 4 weeks (three sessions in total). The primary outcome measure was the visual analog 

scale (VAS) score for the discomfort caused by cLBP. Secondary outcome measures were numerical rating scale (NRS) scores 

for pain intensity; Oswestry Disability Index (ODI) and European quality of life-5 dimension (EQ-5D) scores; patient satisfaction; 

and physical examination of abduction, adduction, rotation, and bending. Adverse events and medical expenses were also 

recorded. All measures were evaluated at baseline and at 2, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, and 24 weeks after the intervention. The primary 

endpoint was the 12-week follow-up (8 weeks after completing all the treatments). For all statistical analyses, SPSS 18.0 was 

used. Significance level was set at P < 0.05. Per-protocol analysis was performed for all randomized participants followed up 



 

until the last follow-up point. Independent t-test was performed for continuous data, and χ2 test was performed for dichotomous 

data. 

 

Results: Both the SEA and TA groups showed significant improvements in maximum and mean VAS, maximum and mean NRS, 

ODI, and EQ-5D scores in a time-dependent manner. Physical examination revealed that the TA group showed significant 

improvement in rotation at 12- and 24-week follow-up, whereas the SEA group only showed significant improvement at 12-week 

follow-up. No adverse events were noted in both the groups. 

 

Conclusion: SEA and TA were equally effective for treating cLBP at 24 weeks, but TA had lower infection risk, less pain and 

panic when under procedure, and incurred fewer medical expenses. 

 

Abstract No 99 

Comparison of Paraspinal Muscle Degeneration and Clinical Outcome Between PLIF with Supplement Interspinous 

Process Fixation and Conventional Open TLIF in Low-grade Lumbar Spondylolisthesis 

Jiun-cheng Shiu, Wei-yu Li, Yu-meng Hsiao, Ruey-Mo Lin 

An Nan Hospital-China Medical University, Tainan, Taiwan 

 

Background: Interspinous process device are being developed to aid in the stabilization of the spine. They are being evaluated 

as alternatives to pedicle screw and rod constructs in combination with interbody fusion. 

 

Objective: The authors present the clinical results obtained in patients who underwent interspinous process device (IPD) 

implantation with posterior lumbar interbody fusion (PLIF) for lumbar spondylolisthesis. The purpose of this study compares the 

paraspinal muscle degeneration and clinical outcome of IPD with PLIF and conventional open transforaminal lumbar interbody 

fusion (TLIF) in the treatment of low-grade lumbar spondylolisthesis 

 

Methods: 20 patients underwent partial laminecotmy, PLIF (TM cage) and subsequent IPD (Romeo_2 PAD, or stenofix) 

implantation (IPD group). 20 patients underwent partial laminectomy, conventional open transforaminal lumbar interbody fusion 

(TLIF group). Medical records of these patients were retrospectively reviewed to collect relevant data such as blood loss, 

operative time, length of hospital stay, VAS, SF-32 and ODI score. Radiographs and clinical outcome were evaluated 6 weeks 

and 12 months after surgery. CT and MRI were collected 12 months after surgery. Measure muscle-fat-index (MFI) change of 

the paraspinal muscles in T1 MRI 

 

Results: The medical reviews revealed lesser blood loss, lesser operative time and lesser length of hospital stay in IPD group. 

Better in decreasing ODI and SF-32 was also noted in IPD group. The result of CT revealed that almost the same fusion rate in 

both group. The result of MRI revealed that lesser MFI change in IPD group. 

 

Conclusion: The interspinous process device appears to achieve adequate posterior fixation and facilitate lumbar fusion in 

selected patients and decrease soft tissue damage. However, further study is mandatory for novel anatomic and radiological 

scoring system to identify patients suitable for this treatment modality and prevent postoperative complications. 

 

Abstract No 100 

Significance Of O-arm Assisted Accurate Slotting And Lifting In ACAF Surgery In The Treatment Of Cervical OPLL 

Wang Fan Sun Jingchuan 

Department of Spine, Changzheng Hospital, Navy Military Medical University 

 

Background: Anterior controllable antedisplacement and fusion (ACAF) surgery is an effective method to treat cervical 

ossification of posterior longitudinal ligament (OPLL) from the anterior approach. The o-arm is the most advanced imaging 

equipment used in the surgical operation in the world at present, and doctors can judge the operation results during the 

operation. 

 

Objective: To investigate the significance of accurate slotting and lifting of O-arm assisted ACAF surgery in the treatment of 

cervical OPLL.  

 

Methods: Thirty-two patients with cervical OPLL treated with O-arm assisted ACAF were retrospectively analyzed. X-ray, CT and 

MRI were performed. The operation time, intraoperative blood loss, hospital stay, Cobb angle of cervical vertebra, fusion rate, 

JOA score, ODI score, VAS score, slotting grade, lifting grade and complications were recorded and analyzed.  

 

Results: The cervical Cobb angle recovered from (12.15 ± 1.5) ° preoperatively to (21.23 ± 1.81) ° at the last follow-up (P < 

0.05); the JOA score increased from (8.95 ± 1.21) preoperatively to (14.25 ± 0.97) at the last follow-up (P < 0.05); the 

neurological recovery rate (RR) was (72 ± 8.1)%; the ODI score decreased from (38.6 ± 3.2) preoperatively to (15.2 ± 2.9) at the 

last follow-up (P < 0.05); the VAS score decreased from (5.11 ± 1.56) preoperatively to (1.58 ± 0.92) at the last follow-up (P < 

0.05); Slotting grading: grade 1 (69), grade 2 (5), grade 3 (4), grade 4 (0). Lifting grading: grade 1 (62), grade 2 (8), grade 3 (6), 

grade 4 (2), grade 5 (0). No serious complications were happened. 



 

 

Conclusion: O-arm assisted ACAF is effective in the treatment of cervical OPLL. It can achieve accurate slotting and lifting 

during the operation which might effectively reduce the occurrence of complications and is worthy of clinical application. 

 

Abstract No 101 

ACAF For The Treatment Of Cervical Instability Caused By Craniocervical Malformation With Ossification Of The 

Posterior Longitudinal Ligament: Case Report And Literature Review 

SunJingchuan, Wang Jinyv 

Department of Spine, Changzheng Hospital, Second Military Medical University, China 

 

Background: Traditional anterior or posterior approaches for cervical ossification of the posterior longitudinal ligament (OPLL) 

have been considered to have the disadvantages of incomplete decompression or lack of safety. ACAF surgery may alleviate 

some of these problems while retaining the advantages of anterior and posterior approaches. 

 

Objective: To report a case of cervical instability caused by craniocervical malformation with ossification of the posterior 

longitudinal ligament (OPLL) treated by anterior controllable antedisplacement and fusion (ACAF).  

 

Methods: A 70 years old male patient was admitted to our hospital due to a year of numbness in the trunk and both arms, which 

was exacerbated over the past 2 months with unsteady gait. He was diagnosed with cervical spondylotic myelopathy with 

incomplete paralysis, craniocervical malformation due to atlantooccipital fusion and absence of odontoid process, and OPLL. 

C2-4 disectomy was performed on the patient, and appropriately sized intervertebral fusion cages filled with artificial and 

autogenous bones were inserted into the C2/3 and C3/4 intervertebral space. Bones at the anterior margin of the vertebrae were 

thinned based on the thickness of ossification at each involved segment, and titanium plates were installed at the anterior 

margin of C2-4. Bilateral osteotomies of C3 were performed using an ultrasonic bone curette, and residual cortical bones at the 

posterior margin of the vertebrae were removed using a 1mm bayonet rongeur, along with enlargement of the nerve root canal 

at the corresponding segment. Upon verification of nerve root canal patency, C3 screws were tightened to achieve 

antedisplacement.  

 

Results: Postoperative MRI showed complete decompression of the cervical cord after isolation and antedisplacement of the 

vertebrae-ossification complex by ACAF. Japanese Orthopaedic Association (JOA) score of patient was improved from 6 to 10 

at 3d post-surgery.  

 

Conclusion: ACAF is a surgical method that combines the effectiveness of direct decompression by the anterior approach with 

the safety of indirect decompression by the posterior approach. Its good biomechanical properties, ability to achieve complete 

decompression and low risk of surgical complication make ACAF a promising treatment for OPLL with cervical instability 
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Transforaminal Endoscopic (TFE) Ventral  Decompression In Calcified Lumbar Disc Stenosis : Preliminary Study Of 79 

 Patients 

Ajay Krishnan, India 

“Stavya” Spine Hospital & Research Institute, Nagari Eye Hospital & Hindi Rashtrabhasha College, Mithakhali, Ellisbridge, 

 Ahmedabad, Gujarat, India 

 

 Study Design Retrospective study  
 

 Summary of Background Data Stenosis decompression by posterior approach is the gold standard. Open decompression-

 discectomy has been reported for calcified disc. TLIF is the most common procedure in view of the calcified disc needing more 

 wider decompression and ventral job. Invasiveness of the procedure has been reduced by tube assisted techniques. TFE is 

 questioned for its effectiveness but its evolving. Studies are awaited with long term outcomes in stenosis.TFE ventral  

 decompression in calcified lumbar disc stenosis has not been reported before in the available literature. 

 
 Methods All cases were done with informed concent and the information of unavailability of standard teaching or literature on 
 TFE for the mentioned disease. The inclusion criteria were lumbar degenerative calcified stenosis with or without soft disc 
 herniations with unilateral or bilateral symptoms at L2 to L5/S1 disc  levels. Pure soft disc bulge, protrusion, extrusions and 
 sequestrations were excluded. Calcific annulus and/or endplate spur were confirmed in radiograph, CT or per-operative 
 observation. Inside out TFE discectomy and ventral decompression was performed. If required biportal approach  and 
 foraminoplasty added. Carl storz endoscopic System, Richard Wolf, Maxmore or Joimax system where used with self designed 
 instruments as well. All was done under local anaesthesia. Adequacy of decompression was confirmed by the visualised dura-
 roots and MRI confirmation.  
 
 Results There were 79 patients with minimum follow-up period of 12 months. Statistically significant(p<0.05)ODI and VAS 
 improvements noted without peri-post-operative complications. All patients were day care and job resumption was within 3 
 weeks. Post operative MRI showed adequate optimal / complete decompression in all cases. One patient developed root deficit 
 at 10 days post-operative which improved to normal later. One patient with Cauda equine syndrome recovered quick in vesicular 
 function but had protracted recovery in leg symptoms that took 6 weeks. 
 



 

 Conclusions TFE decompression is an effective alternative in management of patients with discogenic calcified stenosis.Long 
 term results are awaited. Literature support to challenge the Gold standard posterior procedures is scarce and needs validated 
 RCT. But, TFE should be considered as a procedure in concentious patients, before more aggressive fusion procedure. 
 

Abstract No 103 

Correlation of the Deformation of the Kyphotic Angle with the Fat Infiltration Rate of Multifidus and Erector Spinae in Patients 

with Acute Osteoporotic Fractures of the Lumbar Spine 

Deuk Soo Jun, Min Kyu Shin 

 

Background: Kyhpotic deformity or progression of compression caused severe pain or neurologic defect in patients with acute 

osteoporotic fractures of the lumbar spine. Verifying a reliable predictor of the progression of vertebral deformity in these 

patients may be useful.  

 

Objective/Aim: A qualitative analysis of the muscle near the spine was performed using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and 

its correlation with a spinal deformity was determined under the hypothesis that the causes of the kyphotic deformity are 

associated with muscle reduction in the multifidus and erector spinae.  

 

Methods: The study was performed in a retrospective manner using the electronic medical records of patients who presented to 

the author’s institution between January 2007 and March 2018, and were diagnosed with an acute lumbar fracture. The fat 

infiltration rates of the multifidus and erector spinae were measured using MRI taken at the time of injury, and the mean value 

was defined as the total fat infiltration rate (TFI). Based on lateral radiographs of the lumbar spine at the one-year follow-up, the 

loss of height of the vertebral body, the kyphotic angle and the wedge angle were measured. The statistical significance was 

confirmed by calculating the Pearson correlation coefficient. 

 

Results: One hundred twenty-nine patients, of which 30 were male and 99 were female, were examined. The mean age was 

71.28 years. The mean T-score was -3.53±0.79 g/cm2, and the mean fat infiltration was 15.20%±11.99%. TFI was positively 

correlated with age (R=0.373, p<0.001), compression rate (R=0.369, p<0.001), and Cobb’s angle (R=0.386, p<0.001) after a 

one year follow-up, but negatively correlated with the BMD score (R=-0.252, p=0.004). As the fracture progressed to the lower 

lumbar level, the compression rate (R=-0191, p=0.030) and wedge angle (R=-0.428, p<0.001) at the time of injury tended to 

decrease. 

 

Conclusion: In patients with osteoporotic vertebral fractures, the fat infiltration rate may be an important predictor of conservative 

treatment. The prognosis of patients with a high-fat infiltration rate should be explained during patient education, and the 

patients must be monitored closely through short-term outpatient follow-up. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


